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Comment on “Nature of Quantum Localization in
Atomic Momentum Transfer Experiments”

In a recent Letter, Latka and West [1] claim that qua
tum suppression of atomic momentum transfer seen in
cent experiments [2] is not due to dynamical localizati
(DL). We contend that their arguments proceed from
misunderstanding of both DL as well as aspects of
experiment. This is compounded by erroneous numer
results which invalidate their conclusions.

DL is a global mechanism for quantum suppression
diffusion characterized by exponentially localized eige
states or quasienergy states [3]. Even in paradigm s
tems like the standard map the localization lengthj can
fluctuate substantially with the center of mass of t
eigenstates, relative to the heuristic estimate. It is only
the limit of an asymptotically large stochasticity param
ter thatuniform DL occurs where the localization lengt
j becomes insensitive to the peak position of the eig
state. Away from this limit, DL is still a valid mechanism
as long as the phase space is predominantly chaotic.
parently, Latka and West misinterpret DL to mean on
uniformDL.

The experimental initial conditions [2] average th
fluctuations inj. For certain parameter regimes that a
predominantly chaotic, the final momentum distributio
are in excellent agreement with the predictions of D
Even in regimes with small regular regions, the evoluti
from our initial condition can develop exponential tai
which are well described by DL. By contrast, if th
overlap of the initial condition with the regular regio
is substantial, DL is not expected to apply as shown
l  3.8 in the latter paper in Ref. [2].

The role of the momentum boundary in the modulat
standing wave is also not understood in Ref. [1]. Re
nant kicks occur when the atomic velocityp matches the
velocity of the standing wavel cosstd. Thus, whenp .

pmax  l, the kicks turn off and momentum growth stop
with important consequences. Atl  1.52, though the
classical phase space is chaotic, DL cannot be obse
there becausej exceedspmax, a feature which has to
be considered inany bound system. In our system, a
boxlike momentum distribution results which is show
and discussed in Ref. [2].

We have performed quantum simulations using bo
space-time integration and Floquet methods [2] for t
parameters and initial conditions of Ref. [1]. The Floqu
results provide the long-time averaged momentum dis
butions. The case ofl  3.0 shown in Fig. 1 clearly ex-
hibits exponential localization for both the methods w
employed. The asymmetry in the line shape is due to
boundary. This is in sharp contrast with the boxlike d
tribution reported by Latka and West, for the same con
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FIG. 1. Final momentum distribution fork  0.36, l  3.0,
and k2  0.16 starting from a minimum uncertainty packe
centered atsq, pd  s2.0, 3.0d. Both t  40T (solid line) and
the long-time Floquet analysis (dotted line) are shown. T
straight line is a fit to the exponential and differs from th
naive prediction for the kicked rotor by a factor of 2, which i
within expected fluctuations in localization length. Momentu
is expressed in the scaled units defined in Ref. [2].

tions, which is used to illustrate many of their argumen
The saturated quantum momentum rms width we obse
is considerably less than its classical counterpart, wh
also disagrees with what is shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [1
Their numerical results for otherl are also incorrect.

The quantum kicked rotor, the paradigm for DL, ha
recently been realized experimentally with ultracold atom
[4]. Diffusive growth of momentum is observed until th
quantum break time followed by dynamical localization
Though this system is conceptually simpler than t
modulated standing wave, it is important to stress th
the observed effects are very similar for both system
Indeed, it is the universal nature of dynamical localizatio
which makes it such an important effect.
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